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KQ Liverpool
Knowledge Quarter Liverpool
(KQ Liverpool) is home
to one of the UK’s largest
concentrations of universities,
hospitals and cultural
attractions, with science parks,
business incubators and
laboratories sitting alongside
state of the art hospitals and
academic excellence.
The recent government commissioned Liverpool
City Region Science and Innovation Audit
(SIA) recognised Liverpool’s world-leading
strengths in infection, materials chemistry and
high performance & cognitive computing.. In
education, health, science and tech we can
compete with the best cities from across the
globe, but we need to keep improving. Cities
don’t stand still.
How we shape KQ Liverpool going forward
will impact on lives across the city region, the
Northern Powerhouse, the UK and overseas.
Getting the built environment right is as
important as the commercialisation of our
research and transport vision. The right balance
between buildings and green spaces, between
places for people to live and places to work,
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research or to study. Physical health and mental
wellbeing can all be impacted by the nature of
the built environment and we need to get the
mix right.
From the eastern entrance to KQ Liverpool at
Paddington Village with RCP North, Liverpool
International College and the Rutherford Cancer
Centre, to the city’s front door at Lime Street
and the Circus, both of which are in the KQ
Gateway, we are striving to disrupt the norm.
To collaborate decisively, to go from good to
great, to be the best, grow businesses and
improve people’s lives.
The hospital campus with the £429m Royal
Hospital and the new £160m Clatterbridge
Cancer Centre, Liverpool John Moores
University’s Copperas Hill development, Sensor
City, Accelerator, the Fabric District, the beauty
and culture of Hope Street, the University of
Liverpool’s £68m Materials Innovation Factory
(with Unilever) and Liverpool Bio Innovation
Hub, are just a few of the £1bn landmark
developments being completed in KQ Liverpool.
This masterplan and the proposal here to create
a new epicentre is just the start of a strategy
that will add another £1bn of development in
the next five years.

Colin Sinclair,
CEO, KQ Liverpool

From its inception in the
mid-nineteenth century,
KQ Liverpool has always
had a sense of identity;
it’s always been there.
A cultural destination.
A place of discovery.
Our vision builds on
that legacy and the
principles for the
modern KQ Liverpool,
focusing on three
main areas: place
making, improving
connectivity and
attracting investment.

Liverpool is unique; the place is shaped by
its people, its culture and its waterfront. In
some ways, the city centre is developing
not too dissimilar to Manhattan, smaller in
scale, but establishing unique districts; each
with their own character, individuality and
identity. Within these districts is a subset of
neighbourhoods and communities:
Baltic Triangle, Fabric District and Ropewalks,
to name a few. These neighbourhoods
happened organically through the power of
people, businesses and a desire of ‘doing it
Liverpool’s way’.
KQ Liverpool, an innovation district, is at
the forefront of this revolution, and it has
the momentum to bring about change; it is
the ‘mothership’ that will reshape the city
for generations to come. It will unlock and
blur the thresholds between districts and
neighbourhoods - reimagining the spaces or
the ‘betweenness’ that capture the spirit of
place that makes it distinctly Liverpudlian.
At the heart of this new dynamic is the space
around Central Station and Lime Street,
currently referred to as the KQ Gateway.
At the centre of the gateway is the place we
are calling ‘Lime Square’; Liverpool’s new
epicentre and gateway to the city, knowledge,
and culture.
A place within a place, Lime Square could be
Liverpool’s answer to Times Square. Already
flanked by buildings of grandeur and scale,
such as the Adelphi Hotel, Lewis’s building
and the ABC Cinema, it could become
Liverpool’s new front door to complement
the arrival of ships to the new cruise terminal.
Lime Square would then feed into the districts
with improved connections and walkable
neighbourhoods. It will looks towards
sustainable transport and green infrastucture
grids - reducing the dependency on
vehicular movement.
The vision is not one of architecture, but of
the spaces between the architecture and the
connections of these unique districts that
would allow the city to ‘go the extra mile’.
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The History of KQ Liverpool

The Knowledge Quarter provides an unrivalled
concentration of expertise in science,
technology, health, education, music and
the arts - all within a city centre location. It’s
proximity to a seaport, a major railway station
and two international airports, with our major
investment plans for the Knowledge Quarter
to include a new train station, will make it the
best connected innovation district in the UK.
Joe Anderson
Mayor of Liverpool
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Scale Of Change
Pre-university environment (1890)
After Forwood’s reform of education, Liverpool established a University
College, which became part of the Federal Victoria University with
Manchester and Leeds universities colleges in 1884. When it came to
locating its signature Victoria Building, it came as little surprise that they
chose to neighbour the new Infirmary building in order to benefit from its
modern medical facilities, whilst creating a link to the city’s new medical
facilities which continues to this day.

Early university environment (1920)
The romance between Manchester, Liverpool and Leeds University
Colleges was short lived. On 16th April 1901, Liverpool College Council
recommended that steps should be taken to secure a charter in the
name of the University of Liverpool. The Liverpool University Act then
instigated this separation and created the University of Liverpool
(UoL). As part of its inauguration, the new university formed a medical
faculty, amongst five others, which reaffirmed its connection with the
neighbouring Infirmary. With the outbreak of WWI, the growth of the
city and the university slowed. As a result, the Knowledge Quarter’s built
environment underwent relatively little change from 1890,
with large volumes of housing still defining the area as a domestic city
centre district.

Post war university environment (1950)
Even before the outbreak of WWII, Britain’s industrial cities were in
turmoil. The publication of The Barlow Royal Commission (1940)
considered the social, economic and strategic disadvantages of
concentrating developments within declining industrial cities. Although
it was initially shelved due to the immediate priority of war, by the end
of the war it was being used as the justification for decentralised growth,
typified by the New Town Movement. This change in urban mindset
quickly infiltrated the Higher Education sector as a number of universities,
including Birmingham, relocated out of their city centres to less costly
sub-urban areas in order to expand. However, the UoL resisted this urge
and seized the opportunity to reposition itself in the quickly developing
centre of Liverpool.

Present day (2017)
Increases to the countries Higher Education sector in 1992 led to
the creation of LJMU as a counterpart to the University of Liverpool.
This transition from a Polytechnic college to a new university sees it
implement a range of urban development programs in order to rapidly
expand its facilities. This led to a huge increase in institutional buildings,
including many private student accommodation schemes.
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The Vision

1
2
3

A sense of place and identity for the individual
districts of KQ Liverpool which naturally bleed
into each other to create a coherent whole.
Each neighbourhood will feel distinctly different to
provide people with a vibrant patchwork of urban
fabric. This will be done both through architecture
and urban design.

A sustainable and deliverable green transport
corridor, to connect and future proof the city’s
infrastructure.
The transportation system will be innovative and
future proof. As KQ Liverpool grows, the demand
for high quality transport links will become vital.
This will form one facet for the overall vision of the
blurring and breaking down of boundaries - the
more efficient the network is, the better the output
of the system the network caters for.

Reconnecting the wider city districts with the
KQ Liverpool neighbourhoods and blurring the
boundaries between them.
KQ Liverpool contains many unique and influential
neighbourhoods, each with their own individual
attributes. By improving connections between them
- each neighbourhood’s attributes can be of benefit
to all others whose attributes are of a different
skillset. Overall this means KQ Liverpool can work
as an inter-collaborative eco-system benefiting all
the wider districts around Liverpool as well as cities
across the country and around the world.
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City-Wide Context
This image highlights KQ Liverpool’s boundary
as a meandering mass which bleeds out into
neighbouring districts. The main arterial transport
corridor can be seen linking KQ Liverpool, within
the context of the city of Liverpool, to the existing
University green grid which feeds the educational /
institutional buildings.
With the improvement and consolidation of the
road network, the reinforcement of the streets, the
reinvigoration and restructuring of existing spaces,
and the creation of new ones, we can improve
and vary walking networks. This would create a
more appropriately scaled urban environment that
encourages exploration and experience.
The plan for a new train station, to better improve
the connections to the south of KQ Liverpool, also
provides better links in and around the city.
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Introducing
Lime Square
In this vast web of educational and technological nodes,
connections and possibilitiies; will be the deep rooted
culture and history of Liverpool - leading to a unique,
world class destination for students, professionals
and tourist.
The spaces between buildings forming areas of high
quality public realm will benefit everyone and increase
happiness and wellbeing for residents inside and outside
KQ Liverpool, by linking the built environment to the
natural environment.
Lime Square, the epicentre of KQ Liverpool will be
the heart of the proposal and could act as the bridge
between Liverpool City Centre and KQ Liverpool, as well
as a gateway to the rest of the city.
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Going the Extra Mile
Outcome
1

Our proposal will help to make KQ Liverpool
a vibrant gateway to the city. A distinctly
Liverpudlian place. A destination for people to
live, work and play.
 
Working alongside the key stakeholders that
make up KQ Liverpool we are unlocking the
‘places’ and ‘spaces’ in-between that will bring
about real change.
At the heart of this vision is the Lime Square
concept. Liverpool’s new front door. It has the
potential to drive huge footfall and inward
investment that can be the catalyst for the cities
continued renaissance as a global heavyweight.

2

Our mission in KQ Liverpool is to focus on
health, education, science and tech, creating
a place and built environment designed to
promote mental health and physical wellbeing
to benefit all.
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We want to breakdown historical boundaries,
improve the city’s connections and allow our
communities and businesses to flourish. We
can achieve this by implementing deliverable,
innovative, green transport solutions to deal
with the disconnect of KQ Liverpool, the city
and the waterfront.
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The success of KQ Liverpool will inevitably have
a massive impact on the number of people
travelling to and from the area. The Lime Square
concept is intended to provide a new epicentre
for this increased footfall and a place that could
be internationally renowned.
The proposal to investigate plans for the Lime
Line, a high-tech rapid transit solution, sit
alongside the Lime Square vision in our thinking
for a future proofed world-leading city region.

Speak to us
If you are an innovator, a student, a resident,
a medical professional, a patient, a scientist,
an academic, an investor, a global company,
an SME, a scouser, a fund, an educational
institution, a restaurateur, a designer or
artist we want to hear from you.
It is this eclectic mix of people, culture, businesses
and organisations that is organically shaping KQ
Liverpool and we are only scratching the surface
of the place we want to become...
hello@kqliverpool.co.uk
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The Bigger Picture
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